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Rocket Writes a Story

Tad Hills

Rocket writes a story about a new friend,

the owl.
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Recommended Reads
Sight Words

Sight words are memorized so that a child can recognize commonly
used words at a glance, without having to go letter-by-letter. 

Bob Books Sight Words Kindergarten uses

repetition and fun stories to introduce important

sight words.

Also try Kertell's Bob Books: Sight Words: 1st

Grade, Stage 2.
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Frog and Toad Are Friends

Arnold Lobel 

Five tales recounting the adventures of two

best friends - Frog and Toad.

Let's Say Hi to Friends Who Fly!

Mo Willems

An exuberant cat cheers on her friends as

they demonstrate whether or not they can

fly.
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See the Cat: Three Stories About

a Dog

David LaRochelle

What happens when the book gets it wrong?

Max is not a cat-- Max is a dog! But much to

his dismay, this book keeps instructing

readers to "see the cat." How can Max get

through to the book that he is a dog?

Also try LaRochelle's See the Dog: Three

Stories About a Cat.
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Go,Go, Go!

Bob Barner

A group of dogs drive a variety of vehicles,

stopping to let a flock of ducklings cross the

street.
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We Are Growing!

Laurie Keller

Walt is not the tallest or the curliest or the

pointiest or even the crunchiest. A

confounded blade of grass searches for his

'est' in this hilarious story about growing up.
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Fun With Ed and Fred

Kevin Bolger

Ed enjoys playing, jumping, and swimming at

the beach, as well as other activities, while

Fred has a series of misadventures. In this

book you can learn 53 of the first sight words

young readers need.

Also try Bolger's See Fred Run. 
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Fox in Socks

Dr. Seuss

A collection of tongue twisters that is "an

amusing exercise for beginning readers".
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Read, Sort & Write. Sight Words

Pamela Chanko

Teach the top sight words with these

entertaining activities young learners can

do all by themselves!

Also check out My Sight Words Workbook:

100 High Frequency Words Plus Games &

Activities!
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Baby Shark: Little Fish Lost

Pinkfong

When Baby Shark discovers a lost fish, it's

up to this little shark to find the fish's home!
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We All Like It

Mary Elizabeth Salzmann

Uses simple sentences, photographs,

and a brief story to introduce six different

words: all, it, like, little, my, see.

Check out the rest of the Sandcastle:

Sight Words series! 
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Dean Rakes Leaves

Cecilia Minden

Dean helps rake his yard. This B-level story

uses decodable text to raise confidence in

early readers. The book features long "e"

sounds and uses a combination of sight

words and long-vowel words in repetition to

build recognition. 
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I Won't Share!

Hans Wilhelm

Noodles the dog has a favorite toy named

Squeaky. Will he learn to share it with his

friends?

Also check out Wilhelm's No New Pets!
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Go, Otto, Go!

David Milgrim

Otto the robot builds a spaceship to take

him home.

Also try Milgrim's See Otto

Ride Otto Ride &

See Pip Flap!
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I See a Cat

Paul Meisel

A dog enjoys barking at a cat, a bee, and

especially squirrels in this easy-to-read book.
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